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The construction of university information presently has been advanced from
building hardware infrastructure of network to developing resource and software.
Management systems for office work, teacher’s affairs, finance, human resource,
research and library are built. However, systems are developed individually, thus
a universal standard is not presented in various aspects such as development
environment, data standard, programming language and deployment platform.
Problems occur with utilization of applications.
To Fine Arts Departments, it’s vital to conform to the trend of university digitization
construction to realize the information management of teaching aids and to better
their management and teaching.
This dissertation explains theoretical conceptions of SOA and the methods to put
it into practical use. Web Service technique is an important part to develop, and
steps to carry out SOA are studied. Thorough analysis on business process,
business requirement and service requirement is given to determine the system
services.
Existing university materials are utilized in University Fine Art Teaching Aids
Management Information System. It absorbs SOA, provides online shopping mall
and ERP functions, and integrates teaching aids management. An open,
extendable and dynamic management information system is realized to meet
teaching requirement. It enables flexible integration, functional reorganization,
information sharing and coordinate work. Management process is thus optimized
to improve information management in Fine Arts Departments and digitization
construction of universities.
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